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Enjoy Work
Enjoy Life

grado is a brand with a dream. Every grado product has its 
own story, every story with its desire of uniqueness, innovation, 
quality and enthusiasm of every grado people. We are trying 

to design crossover products which can be used in various 
places according to the requirement of the space, offering better 
solutions to the application of both products and space. In order 

to meet the real needs of contemporary working and living 
environments, grado group continues to innovate in design. 
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Sketch Chair
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai  2017

Sketch Chair is inspired by designer’s sketch work, the cable which is 
neat and spiritual, connecting but not messy, therefore, the name “sketch” 
is the best interpretation of it. Turning the beauty of the lines from the 2D 
plane into the 3D space brings the interstingness to more people in the 

way as a furniture. 
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W465  D530  H840
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Sketch

The whole Sketch Chair expresses its lines with 
round steel tubes. The surface and the legs can be 
disassembled. With the overall slender lines’ bending 
and connecting, Sketch Chair realizes both the load-
bearing and the design concept. with its static and 
simple. 
Sketch chair with the elements of full lines which looks 
light and lively when it is in the space, using the bent 
lines to show the mildness, simpleness and elegance, 
applicable to home, work area, office, conference 
room and other environments. 

Sketch

Phoenix Creative Building，Hotel
Hangzhou— China

Sketch Chair�
P.9



Lord Lounge Chair
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai  2016

Lord lounge chair, the inspiration comes from the seashell, the shape of 
the chair is very interesting which looks like the shell with opening mouth. 

In legend, mermaid always takes the shell as a chair, therefore, lord 
lounge chair can give you the feeling of grace and atmospheric. 

W750  D780  H1160 W750  D780  H1160 W620  D470  H395
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Lord

Lord lounge chair with comfortable seat and back, 
which use solid wood covered by soft foaming, will 
let you enjoy the whole afternoon. Besides, the shape 
of the whole chair match the human engineering, you 
won’t feel any uncomfortable, even for a long time 
sitting. 
In order to adapt to different spaces, there are many 
colors of fabric can be chosen. The simple and 
elegant color makes Lord lounge looks graceful. Lord 
chair suits for various spaces such as reception, office, 
public area, etc. 

Phoenix Creative Building，Hotel
Hangzhou— China

Lord lounge chair+Face�

Lord
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design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2017

Lord Office Chair

Lord office chair comes from lord family. 
Absorbing the advantages of Lord chair, we add more functions for it. 

But of course, it is still beautiful.

W745  D630  H1030W745  D630  H1270
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Lord office chair comes from lord family. In addition to 
the soft foaming seat and optional fabric, Lord office 
chair equipped with the Donit chassis thus the seat 
and backrest can be tilted back and forth together. 
Polished aluminum legs also enhance the beauty of the 
chair. Chairs with or without headrest both available. 
Lord office chair is designed for the users who have 
a long timework in the office, providing with easier 
seats as comfort as possible. The design conforms the 
company’s concept perfectly, conveying the ides to 
enjoy work. 

Lord

Lord office chair+Dada table 

Lord
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Lord Chair
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2017

W650  D565  H780
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Lord chair also comes from Lord family.
 Gathering the advantages of the former, we created a higher utilization 
rate for it, which means you could use this chair not only at your work 

but also in your daily life.

P.19

Lord chair+Ray table



Lord chair also comes from Lord family. Two types of the 
chair base are available, aluminum legs and wooden 
legs, Aluminum legs are same as the legs of Ray Max. 
Lord chair has a wider range of applications, not only 
can be used in work environment, but also can be 
put into a living environment. The chair is easy to be 
matched with other furniture and surroundings while, 
the atmosphere around would be also influenced by 
the elegant look of the chair. 

Lord

Lord chair+Dada table

Lord

P.21



Wings Chair
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2016

grado rethinks the classic design of Swan chair, modify the 
characteristic, redesign the curves and sculpt, and injects its new ideas 

to create this new wings chair. 

W610  D540  H850 W580  D570  H860
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Wings

The wings chair with succinct lines and elegant 
appearance, show you an extraordinary feeling. 
Cold injects foam can preserve the shape and exibility 
very well, optional fabric with a different base makes 
the wings chair is available to almost all kinds of 
environment, such as cafe, dining room, office, and 
some other public spaces. 

Wings

Wings chair+Dada table�

P.25



Every Chair
design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai  2016

grado design group rethink the design of the chair and inject our new 
idea into the classic ones, incorporating a much modern idea to create 

a new chair named Every Chair. 
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W480  D535  H770

W480  D535  H770 W606  D575  H808 W1100  D575  H770W606  D575  H803

W545  D535  H770 W525  D490  H765W480  D535  H1100
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Every Chair Every Chair
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Every chair is trying to express the minimalist aesthetics, 
at the same time, we try to reproduce the classical 
things with the advanced technology, accurate size, 
and color scheme. The design of the bending edge 
of the seats matched with the slim steel tube legs not 
only make the whole chair looks light in construction 
but also enhance its strength. 
While maintaing the strength of the chair, we reduce 
the thickness of the chair as much as possible to 
emphasize the feature of the chair, lightness and 
beauty. And this unique chair would definitely lighten 
the space wherever it would be. 
Why we named this chair Every Chair, as we keen, 
to design a chair which can be integrated almost 
a variety of environments, into everywhere, such 
as restaurant, cafe, office and waiting room. Three 
different colors and six different styles can be chosen. 

Every Chair

Every chair+Ray table 

Every Chair

P.31
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Every Chair

Every chair+Dada table 

Every Chair
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Bend Chair

By changing our habits of mind, we created the unique chair which 
comes from a folded origami. After long-term exploration and unremitting 

efforts, Bend chair was born with a striking look that shows up a 
technical complexity and functional diversity. 

W475  D510  H790 W475  D430
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0

design by Stefano Campioni, Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

P.35
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ShenZhen—China#FOE�$IBJS



Bend

Bend chair is an artwork, it makes the conception of 
origami comes true. Besides, bend chair also shows 
us the exquisite craftsmanship. A complete steel panel, 
through a precision cutting, stamping, casting, and 
then, powder coating in a variety of bright colors 
bringing a dramatic look to every environment. It 
is a stylish choice for public areas such as office, 
entertainment venues, restaurants, cafes and modern 
homes. 
The chair is also available in a cushion version, in 
high-quality Poly Urethane cushion, also shows the 
concept origami and perfect attach onto the Bend 
seat. Won 

A’design award
Gold Award

CIFF 2014 
Gold Award/ Bend chair
Bronze Award/Lotus side table

Bend

METTO Coffee—277 QUEEN'S PARK
Hangzhou—China

Bend Chair 
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Frame Chair

Frame chair, this classic chair was inspired by a photo frame, implying 
frozen moments in the memories. 

design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai  2015

W580  D519  H780
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Frame

The basic structure of frame chair is solid wood and 
steel while soft forming with optional fabric brings you 
a comfortable seat,Looking like a photo frame，the 
unique vintage shape  with elegant color can be 
suitable for many spaces, such as cafe, library, 
balcony and any other private space. It is not only a 
chair but also a work of art expresses a lifestyle: slow 
down the pace of your life. 

Frame

Accenture4ZEOFZˋ"VTUSBMJB
Frame Chair 

P.41



Bunny Chair
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Bunny chair is created for multi-usage environments, the smooth lines and 
the elegant shapes make it appealing, cozy and extremely comfortable. 

There are side chair, armchair, barstool can be chosen. 

W540  D570  H850 W590  D570  H850 W550  D610  H1140
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Bunny

For the back and seat, we using the technology of 
car seat to meet our quality standards , the cold inject 
foam make bunny a comfortable seat and keep its 
shape more durable. The supporting part and seat 
surface part respectively made in different molds to 
increase comfort and strength, combined with high 
and new technology, maintain the plumpness of shape 
Young, innovative and versatile: the Bunny chair not 
only expresses a furnishing concept but also a lifestyle. 
This modern and multifunctional chair Bunny chair 
meets all the requirements of home and community 
interiors as its style and versatility. 

Won 
Good design award

Won 
A’design award

Bunny

P.45



Bunny Lounge
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

The brand focus on the sustainable development of the products, the 
Bunny Chair gave birth to the new Bunny Lounge chair, naturally. While 
keeping the original craftsmanship of the Bunny chair, the lounge extends 

the segment of the space. 

W740  D710  H750
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JinShi Office
Hangzhou—China

Bunny lounge+Ray table



Won 
Good design award

Won 
A’design award

Bunny Lounge chair breaks the limitation of the space. 
The Bunny Lounge is an ideal for the public spaces 
such as the lobby, library, bank, museum, and so on. 
It can also be an embellishment when putting besides 
a sofa at home. Bunny Lounge is a product you want 
to own, with your leisurely life. 

Bunny

Lingyin Temple
Hangzhou—China#VOOZ�-PVOHF�-PUVT�.BSU�TPGB�3BZ�UBCMF�

#VOOZ�-PVOHF�3BZ�UBCMF

Bunny

P.49



Stilo Chair
design by Stefano Campioni, Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Stilo chair, all items in the collection are designed to effectively combine 
function with practicality, whilst offering a truly unique and contemporary 
look. Removing the excess decoration, we only express the manufacturing 

craft. 

W555  D530  H800 W525  D530  H800
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Stilo

The lines of stilo chair are very smooth and eye- 
catching, simple but charming. More than essential, 
the lines of surface and backrest follow the man- 
machine engineering data strictly. we committed to 
providing people with a comfortable and reassuring 
feeling. It is well-suited to many public spaces such as 
the library, school or office, waiting room, restaurant, 
and hotel etc. 

Stilo

Baimahu SOHO
Hangzhou—China

Stilo chair 
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Stilo Lounge
design by Stefano Campioni, Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Stilo lounge chair is another product in Stilo series. Compared with Stilo 
Chairs, Stilo Lounge is more serious but natural. Following the modern 
style of the Stilo Chair, the Stilo Lounge with clean lines is especially 
outstanding in the lounge products. You would be surprised by its 

comfort. 

W642  D576  H650
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Whatever the environment would be, the simple style 
of Stilo seems calm, yet elegant. 

Stilo

Baimahu SOHO
Hangzhou—China

Stilo Lounge Chair+Ray Table     

P.57

Stilo

grado Showroom
Hangzhou—China

Stilo lounge+Ray table



Dash Chair
design by Stefano Campioni 2014

Dash is another achievement of our concept of enjoying work. We try 
to balance the serious and ease in the working environment, you could 

enjoy work even when doing a serious job. 

  

W560  D520  H760 W554  D532  H750 W554  D532  H750 W390  D395  H865W580  D520  H760
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The adaptable and comfortable Dash chair meets all 
the requirements of home and of office interiors with 
its style and versatility. The back of the chair has been 
designed to support your back and adapt to your 
body shape and offers unexpected comfort. There are 
four types can be chosen: with or without armrests, 
swivel, or a bar stool. 

Dash Dash

P.61



Mart Sofa
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

With Mart, we introduce our vision of a sofa as “a classical design lasts 
longer than just fashion.” Mart is a collection of comfortable one or two 

seats sofa that can complement both private and public spaces. 

W1800  D790  H670 W800  D790  H670 W600  D300 W450  D450
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Mart

Mar t sofa is character ized by minimal and 
contemporary lines that creates a half- surrounded 
experience for users. Slender and powerful legs in 
black steel tubes offer a strong support to the whole 
sofa. 
As the classic style, optional fabric with compact and 
exquisite shape can satisfy most of the requirements 
of different spaces, like office, reception room, cafe, 
etc. 

Cloud City VANKE
 ShenZhen—China

Mart Sofa

Mart

Mart Sofa+Bunny Lounge+Ray table+Lotus

P.65



Luna Sofa
design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai 2015

Luna sofa produced with extremely elegant appearance and the 
comfortable feeling. This minimalist appearance with clean contemporary 

lines and ergonomically function can attract your eyes instantly. 

W2150  D990  H725W1250  D990  H725 W2975  D990 -1630  H725 W2975  D990 -1630  H725 W500  D320   H140
W480  D420   H145
W600  D500   H145
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Luna

The inside structure is solid wood and elastic strip 
suspension seat, except the soft foam, we inject the 
further into this sofa, which can give user high-level 
seating feeling. Slender aluminum legs, the same 
with da da series, imparted a feeling of grace to the 
environment. 
Luna sofa is suitable for any public or private space, 
especially waiting room, reception, and home. 

The 21rd China International Furniture Expo
Shanghai—China

Luna Sofa+Bunny Lounge Chair+Dada Side Table

Luna

The 21rd China International Furniture Expo
Shanghai—China

Luna Sofa+Bunny Lounge Chair+Dada Side Table
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Modo Sofa
design by Wendy Liu & Alex Chai 2016

This is a new concept of modular soft seating. Different ways of 
combination meet different requirements 

W700  D820  H740

W820  D820  H740 W820  D820  H740

W1180   D820  H410 W1800  D820  H740

W700  D1040  H740 W1800  D1040  H740

W1950  D845  H1115W850  D845  H1115

W875-1200  D820  H740W875-1200  D820  H740 W1357-570  D820  H740 W570-1357 D820  H740W1350-2000  D820  H740

W820  D820  H410
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Modo Modo
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Modo Modo
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Modo

Modo sofa system has acombination 
of comfort and functionality,strong solid 
wood frame sinside and covered with 
foaming can offer the comfort to users. 
Th i s  so fa  se r i e s  w i t h  a  s t r ong 
functionality and diversity. you can 
combine then in alot of dif ferent 
way,like shape,circle,angled shape to 
suit for different area,tray table behind 
the backrest made modo series more 
useful in piblic space.  

Modo

P.77



Ottomap
design by Vincenzo Vinci 2014

Ottomap sofa’s creative thinking star ted from the world map, 
each separate par t represents a dif ferent area. A unique 

shape with vivid color has a subtle attraction. 

W2360   D1160   H360 W1370   D1200   H360 W1050   D750   H360 W870   D580   H360 W630   D520   H360 W490   D430   H360
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Ottomap

It creates a pleasant atmosphere ,which is most suited 
for large spaces such as meeting rooms, conference 
halls, outdoor recreation space, shopping mall or 
other educational spaces. 

Ottomap

Shopping Mall
Tokyo—Japan

Ottomap

P.81



Fungo Pouf
design by Wendy  Liu & Alex Chai 2017

The design inspiration of Fungo derives from mushrooms. 
Fungo pouf ’s lovely modeling reveals warmth. There are 
three dif ferent sizes to be chosen and it could be moved 

conveniently. The biggest has another amazing function. Put 
what is redundant and narrows vision into the mushrooms so 

interesting the product is ! come on and get i t! 

Ø 360   H425 Ø 550   H385 Ø 800   H345 Ø 360   H360 Ø 550   H290 Ø 800   H210 Ø 375   H450 Ø 490   H780

P.83

Fungo Pouf+Ray Table



Fungo Fungo
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Fungo series extends to two types, Stool and Side 
Table. Fungo Stool includes bar stool and stool. Fungo 
side table has three different sizes. The table board of 
the large of Fungo Side Table could be taken up, and 
the interior could be used to store. 
Whether at home or in public space, Fungo series 
always lights your space. 

Fungo Fungo

P.87

Fungo pouf+Dada side table

Fungo side table +Mart sofa



Flux
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Flux table shows a beauty of the streamlined design, an ideal 
combination between white MDF desktop and natural solid wood legs 

through a simple coupling, let the whole design looks simple and grand. 

Ø 1100   H745W1600   D800   H745
W1800   D900   H745

W2000   D1000   H745

W1600   D1000   H745
W1800   D1000   H745

W2000   D1000   H745
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Flux

In order to suit for many different areas, table tops 
have many shapes for choosing: oval, round, 
rectangle. which makes this flux table can meet almost 
all the request of different spaces. such as conference 
room, office, and other public spaces. 

Flux

Lingyin Temple
Hangzhou—China

Flux Table

P.91



Dada Table
design by Micky Wang & Alex Chai 2015

Dada table’s inspiration comes from women’s high-heeled shoes, the 
voice sounds like a women walk on the street, so this elegant table 

named dada. 

W1600   D800   H745

W1200   D600   H745

W1800   D900   H745

W2000   D1000   H745

W4800   D1200    H745 W700   D700    H450

W1200   D700   H450
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Dada table not only expresses a furnishing concept 
but also a graceful lifestyle. It has a minimalist image 
with high quality and craftsmanship. The fair shape 
design and slim structure can attract your eyes 
instantly 
Polished and white aluminum legs with MDF top is 
suitable for a variety of areas, such as conference 
room, dining room, administrative area, and so on. 
Brings an aesthetic feeling to the users. 

Dada

Dada table+Lord office chair

Dada

P.95

Dada system+Lord office chair



Dada

Dada side table+Luna sofa

Dada

P.97

Dada table+Lord chair



Ray Max
design by Vic Yang & Alex Chai 2017

Ray max is a pure, clean table. White and wooden surface with 
aluminum alloy base form this eye-catching table. Ray max looks light and 

quiet, which was given by the designer. 

Ø700   H450

Ø600   H450

Ø700   H1060

Ø600   H1060

Ø700   H740

Ø600   H740

W700 D700 H450 W1000 D700 H450

W700 D700 H745

W700 D700 H1060

W1000 D700 H745

W700 D700 H450

W700 D700 H745

W700 D700 H1060

P.99
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Ray

This table is available in a range of sizes and 
shapes; square, round, rounded square. These 
features combine to create a table that can furnish 
both private and public areas in a distinctive and 
functional manner. 

Ray

Ray table+Every chair+Mart sofa

P.101



Lotus
design by Vincenzo Vinci & Alex Chai 2014

Lotus side table, with its lovely shapes and a variety of bright colors, 
attract more and more people’s attention since being invented .It is 
suitable for many spaces, no matter public areas or private spaces. 

Ø 390   H450/740

P.103



Lotus

We got the inspiration from lotus leaves in West lack. 
Besides, we add the functionality of height adjustable 
during the design process, and you can easy to move 
when you hold the hand grip at the top. It seem that 
the table are inviting the users to ”pick me up” 

Won 
A’design award
Gold Award

CIFF 2014 
Gold Award/ Bend chair
Bronze Award/Lotus side table

Lotus

Luceplan
Hangzhou-China

Lotus 
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Lotus Pouf
design by Wendy  Liu & Alex Chai 2015

Lotus pouf, is one of the members in lotus family, with its lovely shape 
and a variety of bright colors, attract more and more people’s attention 
since being invented. It is suitable for any space, no matter public area 

or private environment. 

W 560   D560   H420 W 860   D760   H380 W 1360   D1190   H340

P.107

The 21rd China International Furniture Expo
Shanghai—China
Lotus Pouf +Lotus



We use solid wood and MDF board inside, the 
structure is strong enough to support users. On the 
surface, optional fabrics can match different spaces, 
like the shopping mall, lobby, and any other public 
spaces. 

Lotus Lotus

The 21rd China International Furniture Expo
Shanghai—China
Lotus Pouf +Lotus

P.109



Lotus Coffee Table
design by Wendy  Liu & Alex Chai 2016

Lotus coffee table, the organic shape found in nature with different 
shapes, sizes, and heights. So they can be composed tier upon tier.

W 556   D560   H430 W 860   D750   H380



Constituted by Ash and metal legs, lotus coffee 
table will be easy for assembling. In order to keep 
the wood grain, we use the opening coating as the 
measure of the surface. Three different colors with 
two different sizes can be chosen, you can put them 
separately or together to meeting all the different 
requests. 

Lotus Lotus

Lotus Coffee Table+Mart Sofa 

P.113



Face
design by Wendy  Liu & Alex Chai 2014

We wanted to endow life into the products with a strongly symbolic 
personality. Face use berglass inside and Dupont paint on the surface, 

that makes the integral shape looks smooth and elegant. 

Ø 310   H420
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Face

Face stool is not only a table but also a life attitude, 
the unique shape can suit for many spaces, it can 
be used as an occasional table, a plant stand, a 
small chair for home cafe and lobby. Face will follow 
your needs day by day either solitarily or grouped 
together. 

Face

Baimahu SOHO
Hangzhou—China

Bend Chair 

P.117



Koi
design by Lily Yang & Alex Chai 2015

Koi fish always has a lot of good meanings in Chinese culture, such as 
dispel evil and bring you best wishes. The koi divider brings the feeling 

with a combination of emptiness and reality. 

W300  D156  H26
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Koi

Red dot 2016

Koi are fishes swimming in the air, they swam to 
break the space. They form a barrier in the space 
but not bring isolation. They band together, and they 
swimming. 
There are eight supporting holes on the plastic koi, 
and you can easy to connect them by yourselves. as 
you like to adapt different areas. Many vivid koi will 
bring you an extraordinary feeling. 

Koi

Office
Germany

Koi

P.121



Archi Plate
design by Eric Ying & Alex Chai 2015

Archiplate’s inspiration comes from a small house with a pointy roof. 
This exaggerated line in perfect geometric element totally breaking the 

traditional design. 

W264  D115  H20 W204  D95  H15 W145  D75  H11
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Archi Plate

Achiplate is composed by three parts in powder 
coating with different sizes and colors, you can 
combine them in a variety of forms as you like ,so that 
it can meet the demand in different places. you can 
put the little house in your desk, tea table, meeting 
room or anywhere you want, it will always provide 
you with a fun and simple way to your life. 

Archi Plate

P.125



Cushion
design by Molly Liu 2016

The designer draws the picture for the singing nightingale. While you 
seeing the moonlight and drink a cup of tea, nightingale starts to sing at 
the bushes elegantly. Nightingale’s song light the dark, and we hope the 

cushion warms you well. All we want is the nightingale in the cushion 
singing in your house, light your home too. 

W400  D400  H160
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Cushion

The cushion pillow is made of polyester berg, which 
is twice as strong as cotton, three times stronger than 
the wool. It means the cushion has highly wrinkle 
resistance and environmental protection. Four types 
can be chosen for your room. 

Cushion

P.129




